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This publication is intended to keep RTO/ERO Health 
Plans participants current with matters considered 
at Health Services & Insurance Committee (HSIC) 
meetings and to share items of interest pertaining 
to Health and Wellness. Districts are encouraged to 
use any of this information in its communications 
with members at meetings or via local newsletters.

Information contained in health:matters is intended to be 
used for general information and should not replace  
consultation with health care professionals. Consult a  
qualified health care professional before making medical 
decisions or if you have questions about your individual  
medical situation. RTO/ERO makes every effort to ensure  
that the information in health:matters is accurate and  
reliable, but cannot guarantee that it is error free or complete. 
RTO/ERO does not endorse any product, treatment or therapy; 
neither does it evaluate the quality of services operated by  
other organizations mentioned or linked to health:matters.
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gérald brochu
HSIC MEMBER

District #44

RTO/ERO 2009 HSIC EDITORIAL BOARD

In stride with the growth of both RTO/ERO 
on the whole and also of the HSIC itself, 
October 2008 marked the beginning of its 
transition to Editorial Board. 

This structure provides the opportunity 
for all Committee members to contribute 
to the ongoing growth of its newsletter. 
Although still a go-to document for DHRs 
seeking updates, it continues to reach 
further in its appeal under the direction and innovation of the HSIC , the oversight 
of RTO/ERO Pension and Benefits Officer Tony Sawinski, and with the editorial and 
design skills of Assistant to the HSIC, Melanie CC Johnson. Happy Reading!!!

DAVID J. ROSS, DISTRICT #26, KENORA

In November 2007, the late Dave Ross stepped 
up to the plate as newsletter editor with an 
eagerness and vitality that allowed for a smooth 
transition of hands.

With Dave at its helm, the newsletter began 
a momentous transformation, drawing in the 
talents of the HSIC Provincial Office resource 
staff Melanie CC Johnson and Tony Sawinski to 
reform the newsletter. 

Under Dave as Editor, the first design issue of, 
health matters was christened in 
 

February 2008. We will miss you Dave!

MARK TINKESS, DISTRICT #35, DRYDEN

As many of our long-standing District Health 
Representatives may remember, the HSIC 
Newsletter made its debut in February 2005, the 
brainchild of Committee Member Mark Tinkess. 

The DHR Newsletter, as it was then called, was 
the go-to document of  shared items from each 
Health Services and Insurance Committee 
meeting and both its content and concept was 
well received by the Districts.
 

Mark Tinkess completed his first term on the 
HSIC in October 2007 and began his second term 
in October 2008. 

mailto:healthcommittee@rto-ero.org
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FEBRUARY is Heart Month, a time 
when the Heart and Stroke  
Foundation urges all Canadians to 
take inventory of their personal risk 
factors for heart disease.

It’s estimated that eight out of 10 
Canadians have at least one risk  
factor for heart disease. These  
include advancing age, family  
history of early-onset heart disease, 
smoking, high blood cholesterol,  
hypertension, Type 2 diabetes, 
abdominal obesity and physical 
inactivity.

Research has determined that an 
overwhelmingly large proportion (90 
per cent) of first heart attacks can be 
attributed to these risk factors. 

While heart disease tends 
to develop 10 years earlier 
in men than in women, the number 
of deaths from heart disease and 
stroke are equal for both genders. 

(A woman’s risk of heart disease 
rises significantly after menopause 
with the loss of estrogen.) Risk 
factors such as elevated LDL (bad) 

cholesterol, high blood 
pressure and Type 2 diabetes 
are increasingly showing up 
in children and teenagers.

Coronary heart disease is caused 
by a buildup of fatty plaques on 
the inner lining of the arteries. Over 
time, plaques cause hardening and 
narrowing of the arteries, which can 
lead to angina (chest pain), heart 
attack, sudden death and abnormal 
heart rhythms.

The good news: What you eat – and 
don’t eat – can have a powerful  
impact on your risk for developing
heart disease and suffering a heart 
attack. The right diet, along with 
regular exercise, can help lower LDL 
cholesterol, reduce blood pressure 
and improve blood-sugar levels in 
people with prediabetes and  
diabetes. 

If you’re overweight, modifying your 
diet can promote weight loss and 
reduce your waist circumference. 
Certain foods can also help reduce 
inflammation in the body, a risk  
factor for heart disease.
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: nutrition feature
 healthy diet choices can take a load off your heart

The following strategies can help 
you modify, or prevent, risk  
factors for heart disease that you can 
control.

CHOOSE HEART-HEALTHY FATS
No doubt you’ve heard it over and 
over, but it’s worth repeating: A steady 
intake of saturated and trans fats  
raises LDL cholesterol. Worse, trans 
fats, found in commercial baked 
goods, snack foods, deep-fried foods 
and certain margarines, also decrease 
HDL (good) cholesterol.

Reducing your intake of these fats is a 
first step toward protecting your heart. 
Choose lean cuts of meat,  
poultry breast and low-fat dairy  
products (1-per-cent milk fat or less). 
Read the nutrition facts box on  
packaged foods; choose items with 
little or no trans fat.

Choose unsaturated fats such as 
polyunsaturated fats in vegetable oils 
and monounsaturated fats in olive oil, 
avocado and almonds. These fats can 
help lower LDL cholesterol and  
triglycerides (blood fats), increase HDL 
cholesterol and reduce inflammation.

news:What


EAT FATTY FISH
Salmon, trout, sardines and Arctic 
char contain DHA and EPA, omega-3 
fats linked to protection from heart  
attack. These fats make the blood less 
likely to form clots, as well as reducing  
inflammation and protecting against 
irregular heartbeats that cause sudden 
cardiac death.

Experts recommend a daily intake of 
at least 500 milligrams of DHA and 
EPA (combined) to help prevent heart 
disease - a target that most of us don’t 
achieve. To increase your intake, eat fish 
twice a week. If you don’t like fish, take 
a fish-oil supplement.

REDUCE SODIUM
Study after study has linked excess so-
dium with elevated blood pressure. The 
problem: Canadians of all ages are con-
suming too much sodium. Adults need 
no more than 1,300 to 1,500 milligrams 
a day. (The safe upper limit is 2,300 
milligrams.) Read nutrition labels and 
choose items with a lower daily value 
(DV) for sodium. Foods with a DV of 5 
per cent or less are low in sodium.

Limit your intake of restaurant meals 
and processed meats such as bologna, 
ham, sausage, hot dogs, bacon and deli 
meats. Rely less on convenience foods 
such as canned soups, frozen dinners 
and packaged rice and pasta mixes.

INCREASE POTASSIUM
People who consume too little potas-
sium are more likely to develop high 

blood pressure and suffer a stroke. 
The mineral is thought to help blood 
vessels relax and cause the kidneys 
to excrete sodium, preventing blood 
pressure from rising. Adults need 4,700  
milligrams of potassium each day. 
To get more potassium, eat more  
legumes, fruits and vegetables. (Half 
a cup of cooked spinach provides 443 
milligrams of potassium; one banana, 
422 milligrams; and ¾ cup of chickpeas, 
343 milligrams.)

GO WHOLE GRAIN
Studies have revealed that people 
who eat the most whole grains (about 
three servings a day) had a risk of heart  
disease or stroke 20 to 40 per cent 
lower than folks whose diets contained 
little or none. 

Aim for at least three whole grain  
servings a day, and preferably 
more. One serving of whole grain is  
equivalent to one slice of whole grain 
bread, ½ cup of cooked oatmeal or ½ 
cup of cooked brown rice or whole 
wheat pasta.

Choose breads, cereals and crackers 
made from 100-per-cent whole grain 
(check ingredient list). Try pasta made 
from whole wheat, brown rice, spelt 
or kamut. Substitute cooked bulgur, 
quinoa, wild or brown rice for potatoes 
and white rice.

INCREASE SOLUBLE FIBRE
If your LDL cholesterol is high, you need 
to consume at least three grams of  
soluble fibre each day to lower it. 
You’ll find it in oats, oat bran, psyllium-
enriched breakfast cereals, flaxseed,  
barley and legumes. One cup of cooked 
oat bran, 1½ cups of cooked oatmeal 
and 1/3 cup of Kellogg’s ® All Bran Buds 
all provide three grams of soluble fibre.

ADD LEGUMES AND NUTS
Eating more legumes (e.g. chickpeas, 
kidney beans, lentils) and nuts can 
help lower blood pressure, reduce 
LDL cholesterol and keep blood-sugar  
levels in check. Researchers attribute 
the cardio-protective effects of legumes 
to their vegetarian protein, folate, 
potassium, magnesium, calcium and  
antioxidant content. Include legumes 
and nuts in your diet at least four times 
a week. Add legumes to soups, salads, 
chili and tacos. Toss nuts into a stir-fry, 
sprinkle over hot cereal or enjoy them 
as a snack.

TAKE VITAMIN D
Growing evidence suggests that 
having a suboptimal vitamin D level 
boosts your risk of heart disease and 
heart attack. The nutrient helps keep 
heart cells healthy, maintains normal 
blood pressure and reduces inflam-
mation in the body. Since Canadians 
don’t produce enough vitamin D from 
sunlight from October through March, 
and very few foods contain it, you 
need to take a supplement.

Adults should take 1,000 IU  
(international units) of vitamin D each 
day in the fall and winter (children 
should get 400 IU a day). Adults over 50, 
people with dark skin and those who 
don’t go outdoors often should take the  
supplement year-round.

Leslie Beck (www.lesliebeck.com) 
is a registered dietitian in private  
practice at the Medcan Clinic. Her  
latest book is Heart Healthy Foods for Life:  
Preventing Heart Disease Through Diet 
and Nutrition.
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Source: Globe Life Column, The Globe 
and Mail, January 28, 2009

http://www.lesliebeck.com


   COMMITTEE MEETINGS
February 11-12, 2009
April 21-22, 2009 
June 09-10, 2009 
Oct 01-02, 2009
December 08-09, 2009  

SPRING SENATE
May 25-26, 2009

DHR/UHR WORKSHOP
June 07-08, 2009
FALL SENATE
October 26-28, 2009
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APRIL 21-22, 2009 COMMITTEE MEETING
DISTRICT/UNIT HEALTH 
REPRESENTATIVES’ 
WORKSHOP, JUNE 07-08, 
2009 (Toronto Renaissance 
Airport Hotel).  
Registrations are now 
complete. 

THE COUGHLIN REPORT,  
Third Party Review of 
Administrative Services 
has been received by both 
the HSIC and Provincial 
Executive. 

The HSIC continues to 
establish TRAINING  
MODULES for its  
members. 

GOLDFARB REPORT,  
RTO/ERO Member & Health 
Plans Participant Survey 
results are being tabulated. 

MONDIAL ASSISTANCE, 
RTO/ERO’s third party  
carrier for Out-of-Province/
Canada Travel Insurance 
met with the Committee 
to answer questions and 
review the its service. 

The HSIC recommended to 
Executive that the  
JOHNSON INC 2009 
AGREEMENT be signed. 

IN addition to its  
standing agenda items 
relating to the managing 
of the RTO/ERO Health 
& Insurance Plans, at its 
February 2009 meeting, 
the Health Services and 
Insurance Committee: 

•	 Met	with	Randy	
Wilson, Account  
Executive, Manulife 
Financial, to discuss the 
2009 financial agreement 
between RTO/ERO and 
Manulife Financial.

•	 Recommended	
to RTO/ERO Provincial 
Executive that the 2009 
agreement with Manulife 
Financial be signed.

•	 Began	work	on	the	
June 2008 District/Unit 
Workshop	Agenda	and	
Wellness	Marketplace

Exhibitors listing, under the 
guidance	of	its	Workshop	
Planning Sub-Committee. 

•	 The	RTO/ERO	Plan	
Design Survey was  
distributed in March 2009 
to a random selection of 
RTO/ERO plan participants; 
The Goldfarb Corporation 
was used. 

•	 Continued	its	work	
in developing the Health 
Services and Insurance 
Committee Professional 
Development Policy  
(formerly HSIC Training 
Policy).

•	 Participated	in	a	
directed	Benefits	 
Funding Tutorial, led by 
John Crouse, National  
Director of Pension 
Benefits	and	Actuarial	 
Consulting, Johnson Inc. 

FEBRUARY 11-12, 2009 COMMITTEE MEETING

•	Suggest	a	change	to	the	current	level	of	or	type	of	coverage	
provided by the RTO/ERO Health Plan(s).

Health Plan Enhancement Submission (HPES) forms are sent 
out by Provincial Office to all RTO/ERO Health Plan Participants 
who wish to suggest a plan enhancement for the coming 
benefit year. 

•	Share	a	positive	experience	that	you	had	with	your	RTO/ERO	
Health Plans.

•	Share	a	concern	you	have	regarding	your	experience	with	
your RTO/ERO Health Plans. 

: hsic meeting highlights

THE following priorities were approved by the Health  
Services and Insurance Committee approved for 2009 year:

1. Review the training program for members of the HSIC.

2. Implement the process for assessing Consulting Services.

3. Continue a detailed examination of the design and  
components of the EHC Plan, including a survey of plan 
participants, and the study of the feasibility of a Catastrophic 
Drug Plan.

4. Review the Governance Policy Manual for Health Services 
and Insurance Committee members

5. Monitor the current underwriting basis of the RTO/ERO 
Group Health Plans. 

6.		Plan	the	2009	D/UHR	Health	Workshop	and	continue	to	
review its value.

: committee priorities for 2009

: hsic calendar meeting dates

: reasons to contact your hs&i committee  

IN addition to its ongoing Professional Development,  
attendance	at	external	conferences	and/or	workshops,	the	
Committee’s Annual RTO/ERO District/Unit Health  
Representatives’	Workshop,	and	attendance	at	RTO/ERO’s	 
biannual Senate, your Health Services and Insurance  
Committee has 5 scheduled meetings for 2009:



IN THE  FOOTSTEPS OF  
THE VOYAGEURS
The Canadian Volkssport Federation 
promotes non-competitive  
participation in walking and other 
recreational activities for fun, fitness 
and friendship.

These are the words used by the  
Gateway Walkers, host of  the  
Canadian Volkssport Federation 2009 
Convention, when inviting  members 
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WHAT IS CLUB VOLKSSPORT/ 
FÉDÉRATION VOLKSSPORT? 
The federation is made up of local, 
regional, national & international  
volunteers who get together to walk 
& socialize.  This casual approach 
is worth noting because it is most 
welcoming to those of us who are not 
athletes or competitive in nature. We 
as individuals need to be active to be 
healthy and what better way than to 
socialize locally; and for those of us 
who like to travel why not regionally, 
nationally or internationally.

The federation also offers a variety of 
special programs that allow  
members to achieve personal  
milestones. Among these are: the 
Canada Cup Walking program, the 
Lighthouse Walking Program, the 
Natural Waterfalls Walking Program, 
the Cenotaph Walking Program, the 
Scholar Walking Program, the Winter 
Walking Program, the Covered Bridges 
Walking Program and my favourite the 
Winery, Brewery and Cheese Factory 
walking program. So you see  
keeping fit can be both educational 
and enjoyable. If you are curious 
enough to know more about these 
programs go to: 
http://www.walks.ca/CVF/Special_Programs.html

The choice to increase your activity 
level in your life may only be the first 
step, but once you’ve made it 
following through doesn’t have to 
be hard! Put on your walking shoes 
and go for a walk, take a friend, look 
up walking clubs in your area or the 

Volkssport Federation. No group to 
walk with in your area? Give me a 
call and I am sure I can talk Michelle 
into giving you a hand in forming \
your own group!. Remember it’s 
easy, it’s inexpensive, it’s fun and 
above all, it’s Healthy.

TIPS ON STARTING YOUR OWN  
DISTRICT WALKING PROGRAM
Don’t know where or how to start? Let 
me help!

Of course, in my experience there may 
be no better place than  with the  
Canadian Volkssport Federation/ 
La Fédération Canadienne  
Volkssport (CVF/FCV).  Details about 
their National and International  
Program of non-competitive sports for 
all is available on their website: 
http://www.walks.ca

But there are other equally structured 
and helpful resources available to you 
online - regardless of where you reside 
across Canada. Of note is the Active 
Independent Aging - a joint venture 
between the University of Ottawa and 
the Public Health and Long-term Care 
Branch, City Of Ottawa. Their website 
offers a step-by-step process in  
creating a walking club:

http://www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/actitivytools/activitytool5.html

Active Independent Aging also 
provides a downloadable template 
participant waiver form that would 
benefit any Districts wishing to be-
come involved: 
http://www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/pdf/consent.pdf

Walking
district 44, région du ciel bleu takes its wellness to       heart and partners 

with Club Volkssport

: your committee reports
Gérald Brochu is a member of the Health Services and Insurance Committee and 

participates regularly in District #44 Volkssport Gateway Walkers. 

http://www.walks.ca/CVF/Special_Programs.html
http://www.walks.ca
http://www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/actitivytools/activitytool5.html
http://www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/pdf/consent.pdf
http://www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/actitivytools/activitytool5.html
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of the Worldwide Volkssport  
Federation to  their up and coming  
National convention and AGM. The  
convention was held from the 22nd to 
the 24th of May in North Bay and area. 

When I asked RTO/ERO, District 44, 
Région du ciel bleu member Michelle 
Michaels, president of the Gateway 
Walkers about their Theme: she  
candidly answered that during the  
CVF/FCV 2009 Convention, they will 
walk in “the footsteps of the  
Voyageurs”. Some trails were first used 
by First Nations, followed by the ex-
plorers as they travelled from the 

THE MANY HEALTH BENEFITS OF 
WALKING 
As with all forms of regular physical 
activity, walking helps to build and 
maintain strength, flexibility, balance 
and coordination. Together they act to 
reduce the risk of falls play a key role 
in prolonging independent living for 
seniors. 

According to the Ontario Ministry of 
Health’s Position Paper on Physical 
Fitness (PP 74-004-06, January 1975), 
the benefits of increasing your level of 
physical activity reach far beyond that 
of heart-health. Positive benefits to 
one’s health include:  

gb

DETAILS ABOUT CVF/FCV NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OF  

NON-COMPETITIVE SPORTS FOR ALL

CLUBS:  51 clubs & affiliates

MEMBERS:  2000+ walkers in all parts of Canada

OUR PASSION:  Walking for pleasure & fitness

MOTTO:  “Fun, fitness & friendship”

SINGLE-DAY EVENTS IN 2007:  520

YEAR-ROUND & SEASONAL EVENTS IN 2007:  280

DISTANCE WALKED IN 2007:  400,000+ km.

# OF SPECIAL THEME WALKING PROGRAMS [2008 2009]:  12

LOCATIONS FOR OUR WALKS: All CDN PROV & TERRITORIES

SPORTS INCLUDED IN OUR PROGRAM: Walking, swimming, 
cycling, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, 
kayaking/canoeing

# OF IVV MEMBER COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD:   52

•	 An	increase	in	one’s	“joie	de		
 vivre”
•	 Improved	work	performance

Studies have repeatedly shown that a 
sedentary lifestyle can not only leave 
you vulnerable to a higher incidence 
of hypertension and cardiovascular 
disease but increase your risk of  
premature death from cancer and 
coronary heart disease. 

Countering this is easy with friendship, 
fresh air, and limitless adventures. So 
what are you waiting for? Grab your 
walking shoes and come, walk with us! 

Your heart and mind will thank you!

Ottawa River system towards the Great 
Lakes via magnificent Lake Nipissing.

Michelle and her team have done a 
wonderful job organizing this event. 
For more information on these 3 days 
of walking and related social activities, 
including a photo gallery of the event, 
and helpful contact information, 
please visit: 

http://www.gatewaywalkers.ca/

•	 Prevention	of	obesity

•	 Improved	quality	of	weight	loss		
 with physical activity than with  
 diet alone

•	 Reduction	in	chronic	fatigue

•	 Increased	joint	flexibility

•	 Greater	stamina,	strength,	 
 endurance and co-ordination

•	 Less	strain	and	tension

http://www.gatewaywalkers.ca/
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 : increasing organ donation in Ontario
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VOLUNTARY reporting by health  
professionals and consumers of  
suspected reactions is the most  
common way to monitor the safety 
and effectiveness of marketed health 
products. These individual reports may 
be the only source of information  
concerning previously undetected 
adverse reactions or changes in product 
safety and effectiveness profiles to 
marketed health products. 

As part of Health Canada’s Canada Vigi-
lance Program, health professionals and 
consumers can report adverse  
reactions or side effects to health prod-
ucts directly to Health Canada through 
MedEffect Canada. MedEffect Canada 

provides a centralized reporting point 
and centralized access to the  
latest safety information such as  
advisories, warnings and recalls. 

This post-market surveillance program 
collects and assesses reports of  
suspected adverse reactions to health 
products including: 

•   both prescription and  
 non-prescription medications;

• natural health products; 

• biologically derived products  
 such as therapeutic or 
 diagnostic vaccines and 
 fractionated blood products;  
 cells, tissues, and organs; 
 radiopharmaceuticals;  

• disinfectants and sanitizers with  
 disinfectant claims.

WHAT IS A SIDE EFFECT?
Side effects, also known as adverse 
reactions, are troublesome symptoms 
or feelings that occur when taking a 
health product. Side effects can range 
from minor irritations, such as a skin 
rash, to serious and life-threatening 
reactions, such as a heart attack or liver 
damage. They can occur within minutes 
after taking a medicine, or can take 
years to develop. 

WHAT TO REPORT? 
A health professional or consumer does 
not have to be certain that a health 
product caused the reaction to report 
it. Adverse reaction reports are, for the 
most part, only suspected associations. 

Health Canada wants to know about 
all suspected adverse reactions, but 
especially if they are: unexpected (not 
consistent with product information or 
labelling) regardless of their severity; 
serious (whether expected or not); or  
related to a health product that has 
been on the market less than 5 years.
Information about the identity of the 
patient and the health care provider 
is kept confidential, as per the Privacy 
Act. Disclosure of data is only done in 
accordance with the provisions of the 
Access to Information Act. 

IF IN DOUBT, REPORT!
Side effects should be reported as soon 
as possible, especially if they interfere 
with everyday activities or if they are 
not mentioned in the information  
supplied with the health product. 

HOW CAN I REPORT A SIDE EFFECT?
There are three easy ways to report 
a side effect to the Canada Vigilance 
Program. By completing a Canada 
Vigilance Reporting Form which you 
can send by postage paid mail or fax 
toll-free to 1.866.678.6789. The form 
and postage paid label are available at 
www.healthcanada.gc.ca/medeffect 

or, by calling 1.866.234.2345

When reporting a side effect, your phar-
macist, doctor or other health profes-
sional can provide information that will 
help you complete your report. 

Source: MedEffect Canada, March 2009

ONTARIO is introducing  
affirmative registration for 
organ and tissue donation – a 
new way of providing consent 
that is expected to increase 
the number of organ and 
tissue donors in the province. 
Under affirmative registra-
tion, only “yes” responses will 
be captured in the Ministry 
of Health and Long-Term 
Care’s database. If you do 
not choose to donate or are 
undecided, your  
response will not be recorded 
in the database and you 
should advise family members 

of your decision. 
 

Even if an individual has 
signed a donor card, they 
should register their consent 
to ensure their donation deci-
sion is documented so that it 
can be made known and be 
respected. Organ donations 
will still be accepted, even if 
you have not registered.

To learn more about organ 
donation, members can visit 
www.giftoflife.on.ca 

Source: Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care, December 
2008

: MedEffect Canada adverse reaction reporting

http://www.healthcanada.gc.ca/medeffect
http://www.giftoflife.on.ca


 : national colorectal awareness month, march 2009
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THE ANNUAL REPORT 
CARD ON CANCER IN 
CANADA 
The Annual Report Card 
on Cancer in Canada was 
released by the Cancer 
Advocacy Coalition of 
Canada (CACC) on 
February 10, 2009. The 
CACC is a non-profit cancer 
group dedicated solely to 
advocacy. The Board of 
Directors is composed of 
volunteer oncologists, 
health sector executives 
and patient advocates. Dr. 
William Hryniuk, past chair 
and lead author of the 
study, reported the 
following trends. 

HPV VACCINE PROGRAM
The most restrictive use of 
the HPV vaccine program 
is in the provinces with the 
highest rates of cervical 
cancer. In 2007, the federal 
government allocated $300 
million over three years to 
the provinces and  
territories to support the 
launch of a national  
vaccination program 
against human  
papilloma virus (HPV), the 
cause of cervical cancer. 
The provinces with the  
highest incidence of  
cervical cancer were among 
the provinces with the least 
comprehensive 
immunization programs. 

THE UNDER-USE OF  
ELECTRONIC HEALTH  
RECORDS IN REMOTE  
COMMUNITIES
The CACC revealed that 
there was little to no use of 
electronic health records in 
remote communities that 
needed them the most.  
Linking outlying  
communities to their 
regional cancer centres is 
vital as the management of 
cancer requires  
multi-disciplinary  
treatment. Without this 
link, cancer patients are de-
prived of opportunities for 
better health outcomes. 

A STEADY AND  
SIGNIFICANT SHIFT OF 
CANCER DRUG COSTS 
FROM PUBLIC TO PRIVATE 
INSURERS
Many of the new oncology 
drugs are in tablet forms 
which do not have to be 
administered in the  
hospital and therefore, 
are not funded publicly. 
As a result, funding for 
these oral cancer drugs is 
being shifted from public 
to private insurers at a 
rapid rate. Private plans and 
individuals without  health 
insurance are increasingly 
bearing the burden of the 
catastrophic costs of the 
new therapies.  
Expenditures for oral,  
take-at-home drug  

: the annual report card on cancer in canada released
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Colorectal cancer is the  
second-leading cause of cancer 
death in Canada with an  
estimated 21,500 Canadians 
diagnosed with the disease last 
year. One in 14 men and one in 16 
women are expected to develop 
the disease during their lifetime 
and one in 28 men and one in 
31 women will die from it. The 
Colorectal Cancer 
Association of Canada believes 

that part of the reason that the 
disease has a lower profile is 
because of squeamishness sur-
rounding human physiology. Over 
the past few years, an increased 
awareness and education of the 
disease have resulted in important 
changes in the prevention and 
treatment of colorectal cancer. 

Source: Colorectal Cancer  
Association of Canada, March 
2009

therapies now represent 
approximately half of the 
total for all cancer drugs; 
with a small number of the 
newer therapies  
accounting for over 80% 
of the total take-at-home 
drugs. While private plans 
play a critical role in  
continuing to provide  
access to these  
medications, a longer term 
solution will be required to 

make it more affordable. 
The CACC study reveals the 
need for an integrated and 
universal, public-private 
drug insurance to protect  
Canadians from  
catastrophic drug costs. The 
full Report Card is available 
on-line at:  
www.canceradvocacy.ca

Source: Cancer Advocacy 
Coalition of Canada,  
February 2009

http://www.canceradvocacy.ca
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medi
Th

e good life
 is inspired by love and guided by know

ledge. ~Bertrand Russell (1872 - 1970) corner
: 

YOUR RTO/ERO Health Services and Insurance Committee 
shares as part of five meetings per annum, general health and 
wellness information items in the form of articles, PDFs,  
podcasts and websites. 

The Committee would like to take this opportunity to share 
some of these items with you, RTO/ERO’s Health Plans 
Participants and District/Unit Health Representatives.

For direct access to the links below, visit RTO/ERO’s Members’ 
Centre  website, and view/download your Feb-Apr issue of  

Online issues have active links! Just click and you will be auto-
matically directed to your chosen link.

health matters

IMPORTANT WORKSHOP REMINDERS

DATE:  JUNE 07-08, 2009

LOCATION:  Toronto Renaissance Airport Hotel

MEALS: Dinner begins at 5:30PM on SUN,JUN07

AGENDA:  The guest speaker kicks off the workshop   
  at 6:30PM on SUN,  JUN07

  Closing remarks are scheduled for 3PM on 
  MON, JUN08, 2009.

: district/unit health
representatives’ notice board

ONTARIANS CONNECT TO MORE HEALTH CARE OPTIONS - MAKING IT EASIER TO FIND THE HEALTH CARE YOU NEED!
For the first time, information about local health services is available in a single place:  www.ontario.ca/healthcareoptions  
Using this site, people can find the nearest walk-in and after-hours clinics, urgent care centres, family health teams, general  
practitioners and emergency rooms by typing in their postal codes. 

UNDERSTANDING NUTRITION LABELS
Together, the Nutrition Facts table, the nutrition claims and the ingredient list provide Canadians with more information to make 
informed food choices: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/alt_formats/hpfb-dgpsa/pdf/label-etiquet/inl-eni-eng.pdf

SENIORS INFORMATION - A COLLABORATIVE ONLINE RESOURCE
In partnership with the federal government and 23 Ontario municipalities, the Ontario Seniors’ Secretariat developed Seniors’ Info, 
the first multi-jurisdictional seniors’ portal in Canada:  www.seniorsinfo.ca   
Using this site, people can find the nearest walk-in and after-hours clinics, urgent care centres, family health teams, general  
practitioners and emergency rooms by typing in their postal codes. 

ACTIVE 2010
Older Ontarians are staying healthy, having fun and feeling great! Find community organizations and adapted exercise programs to 
help Older Ontarians with mobility problems, get active.: http://www.active2010.ca/index.cfm?fa=english_getact.article4

: fitness tax credits
ON JANUARY 1, 2009 the government of Nova Scotia  
announced that they were extending their Healthy Living Tax 
Credit to adults. Residents are now able to claim up to $500 in 
registration fees for organized sports and activities. It’s expected 
that Alberta, British Columbia, and Québec may be following 
suit with similar legislation.

Source: Alberta, British Columbia, Nova Scotia, and Québec 
governments, January 2009

: know your RTO/ERO health plans
PRESCRIPTIONS filled at a hospital dispensary are not a 
covered expense by the RTO/ERO Extended Health Care Plan.

RTO/ERO HEALTH PLANS COMPARISON CHARTS for 2009 are 
now available on the RTO/ERO website. 
The RTO/ERO OUT-OF-PROVINCE TRAVEL BENEFIT covers 
participants for medical emergencies when traveling to a loca-
tion where a travel warning has been issued by the Canadian 
Government, provided the medical emergency is unrelated  to 
the travel warning. To review the restrictions of your Trip Cancel-
lation/Interruption benefit, please contact the Service Depart-
ment at 1-877-406-9007. 

http://www.ontario.ca/healthcareoptions
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/alt_formats/hpfb-dgpsa/pdf/label-etiquet/inl-eni-eng.pdf
http://www.seniorsinfo.ca
http://www.active2010.ca/index.cfm?fa=english_getact.article4
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MAKING personal choices is 
basic to a person’s sense of 
identity and well being. This 
is especially true of decisions 
about personal care including 
health care (treatment and 
services), food, living  
arrangements and housing, 
clothing, hygiene and safety.
Every year, many Canadians 

become unable to make their 
own decisions about their 
personal care and medical 
treatments. It can happen 
slowly, over time, as with 
Alzheimer Disease; or it can 
happen suddenly, without 
warning, through a stroke or 
accident.

If an illness or accident left 
you unable to make decisions 
for yourself about things that 
really matter to you, who 
would make those decisions 
for you? How could they know 
what you would or wouldn’t 
prefer?

It’s important to take steps 
now, while you are capable, 
to ensure your wishes, not 
someone else’s, guide the 
decisions made for your care 
and medical treatment if you 
ever become unable to make 
such decisions yourself. This is 
what advance care planning is 
about: Making clear how you 
wish to be cared for, and  
giving someone you trust 
the authority to act on those 
wishes for you, if the need 
arises.

 
 
 
 

WHAT IS ADVANCE CARE  
PLANNING? Advance care 
planning is about making 
choices now, while you are 
capable, about how you wish 
to be cared for in the future 
if you become incapable of 
making decisions. It is also 
about giving someone you 
trust the information and  

authority to act on those 
wishes for you. This person 
is called your substitute 
decision-maker.

Advance care planning is  
different from, but just as 
important as making plans 
for your finances, property, 
estate, will or funeral  
arrangements.

WHAT DOES “CAPABLE” MEAN IN 
THIS CONTEXT? To be capable 
of making personal care 
choices means that you can 
understand information that 
is relevant to making a  
decision about your health 
care, nutrition, shelter,  
clothing, hygiene or safety, 
and can grasp the likely 
results of making the decision 
or not making it.

For health care, your doctor 
or other health care provider 
needs to have your informed 
consent. In order for you to 
give informed consent, you 
must be capable, given 
information about your 
condition, the recommended 
treatment, alternatives to 
the proposed treatment and 
the likely outcomes of either 
accepting or refusing the 
treatment.
 

WHY IS ADVANCE CARE  
PLANNING IMPORTANT? 
Advance care planning gives 
you the opportunity to make 
choices about your future  
personal care. It can give 
you the peace of mind that 
someone you know and trust 
understands your wishes 
and will act on them on your 

behalf, should they ever need 
to. It can make it easier for  
everyone concerned: easier 
for you, because you’ll have 
the confidence that your 
wishes are known; easier for 
those close to you, because it 
can reduce their stress in  
making tough decisions on 
your behalf; and easier for 
your care providers, because 
they’ll be able to act in  
keeping with your wishes in 
an emergency.

DOES ADVANCE CARE PLAN-
NING HAVE TO BE DONE? It is 
your choice whether to do 
advance care planning or not. 
No one can do it for you or 
make you make those choices. 
It is your right to express 
your wishes, to appoint a 
substitute decision-maker 
and to expect your wishes to 
be followed. There is no legal 
requirement to do advance 
care planning. You are not 
legally obliged to state your 
wishes in any form before you 
can get health care, or move 
into a care facility.
 

SUMMARY OF STEPS IN 
ADVANCE CARE PLANNING 
•   Think about your own  
values and wishes.  

•   Consult people who can 

provide advice and guidance, 
such as your doctor, lawyer, or 
faith leader. 

•   Think about the people that 
you trust to make personal 
care decisions on your behalf, 
in accordance with your 
wishes. 

•   Decide who your substitute 

decision-maker should be. 

•   Appoint your substitute 
decision-maker to act for you, 
if necessary. 

•   Make your care wishes clear 
to your substitute  
decision-maker and others 
close to you. 

•   If your care wishes change, 
let your substitute decision-
maker know. Revise any 
written or taped instructions. 

•   Fill out and carry with you 
the wallet card provided in 
this booklet to identify your 
substitute decision-maker and 
tell others how to reach them 
if needed.

For further information please 
download:

A Guide to Advance Care 
Planning

http://www.culture.gov.on.ca/seniors/
english/programs/advancedcare/
docs/AdvancedCare.Guide.pdf

Your Substitute Decision-
Maker Wallet Card 
http://www.culture.gov.on.ca/seniors/
english/programs/advancedcare/

docs/AdvancedCare.WalletCard.pdf

Source: Ontario Seniors  
Secretariat website, 2009
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BETHEL, Vt. -- There’s no bowling alley in 
the airy basement room where Gifford 
Medical Center runs its adult day program. 
That’s OK. Sylvia Hook is throwing strikes, 
and at 65, she feels like a kid again.

Hook grasps a white remote in her hand, 
pulls her arm back and then swings it  
forward with an underhand motion, like 
she’s rolling a bowling ball. Thanks to  
Nintendo Wii, she is: On the 42-inch  
Sylvania flat-screen TV in front of her, a 
blue ball rolls down a virtual alley.

“Got it, got it, got it!” The quiet voice of 
encouragement comes from 55-year-old 
Marla Maskell, who’s seated in a  
wheelchair next to Hook, her voice  
competing with the noise from a  
six-person bingo game being played at a 
folding table nearby.

Almost, but not quite: Only six pins drop.

Chalk it up to rust. It’s been 40 years since 
Hook actually went bowling. She uses a 
cane to walk now because of hip  
problems. But she doesn’t even have to 
stand up to bowl this way.
 

“I’m afraid of computers, but it doesn’t 
seem like that’s what you’re doing. It’s 
wonderful. You can bowl without going 
out to bowl,” she said.

Forget Tuesday afternoon bridge: Wii’s the 
new game for folks of a certain age. Or 
handicap. The video game system, which 
allows players to smash overhand aces on 
a tennis court, pick up the 3-7 split and 
play golf without walking the links, is  
finding an unlikely audience in Golden 
Agers. And it’s becoming a staple of  
nursing homes, senior centres and adult 
day programs.

“You don’t have to rent a bus, put  
everyone on the bus, go to the bowling 
alley, rent shoes, rent balls. But you can 
provide an equivalent experience,” said 
Elinor Ginzler, senior vice-president for 
livable communities for AARP.

Launched in 2006, Wii has sold 17.5  
million units, though Nintendo says it 
doesn’t know how many were bought by 
seniors or for them.

Its day-room popularity isn’t completely a 
surprise. Months before Wii hit the market, 
Nintendo showed it off at an AARP trade 
expo. Dozens of the games were given 
away to retirement community  
operators in hopes of drumming up  
interest. It worked.

“We realized one, that people were able to 
pick it up, and two, that it was filling a void 

for people who either because of their age 
or medical conditions couldn’t play these 
sports,” said Amber McCollom, a  
spokeswoman for Nintendo of America. 
“People feel like they’re young again.”

Some have bought their own game  
system for their homes, others have 
learned to play at senior centres. Holiday 
Park Senior Center in Wheaton, Md.,  
recently hosted a Wii bowling  
tournament. 

“We’ve had both frail elderly and very 
active older adults who still play tennis or 
hike who have played Wii,” said the  
director, Carol Fuentevilla.

At Swartz Creek Senior Center in Swartz 
Creek, Mich., they’ve had Wii bowling 
and Wii golf tournaments. Depending on 
how able the players are, all the swinging, 
twisting, stretching, bending and  
throwing seems to have therapeutic 
value, although that hasn’t been proven 
medically.

“We know that physical activity and 
cognitive stimulation are good for older 
adults,” said Dr. Ellen Binder, a geriatrician 
at Washington University in St. Louis. “It 
makes intuitive sense that Wii might be 
something that’s accessible to people and 
might encourage them to be more  
physically active.” 

Wii is motivating people to get out of their 
rooms - or get off their sofas - and join 
friends at something fun. And they’re  
finding other benefits along the way.

“It’s that eye-hand co-ordination,” Hook 
says, when asked what Wii’s done for her.

At the Gifford adult day program, they 
break out the game a couple of times a 
week on days not designated for crafts 
classes. The room comes to life once 
activities specialist Bonnie Pettit hands 
the remotes to Hook and Maskell, who 
were introduced to Wii right here. Neither 
player has the game at home.

Three men and a woman sitting in 
Barcaloungers behind them cheer as the 
ball heads down the lane, the din of their 
voices reaching a crescendo each time it 
nears the target.

Source: Lifestyle Section, The Associated 
Press, March 03, 2009
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